"Leadership Values in a Changing World" was the theme of the September 18 symposium organized by the Women’s International Study Center (WISC) at the New Mexico History Museum in Santa Fe. The program was a FFN Finland 100 Signature Event, sponsored by Finlandia Foundation and the Paloheimo Foundation.

The guest speakers were former President Tarja Halonen of Finland and presidential runner-up from Iceland, Halla Tómasdóttir, with Willa Seldon, a partner with the Bridgespan Group, as the moderator. They spoke to a full audience.

This WISC conversation focused on how to lead from values and principles, with the goals of obtaining sustainability and improving equality and gender balance. The speakers reflected on their personal experiences and lessons from Nordic leadership on whether women bring different values to leadership, and to the relevance of those values in today’s political climate.

It was a very engaging discussion by both speakers, skillfully moderated, providing the audience an answer that women can indeed make a difference and bring positive values to the development of their communities. They expressed that their experiences

Continued on page 20
**Word from the President**

Hyvät Ystävät:

We are well into the Finland 100 anniversary year and the celebrations are in full swing, with activities sponsored by FFN, our chapters, the Finnish Embassy and others. We started early in the year with the Finland 100 Gala in Florida on February 18, which we sponsored and which was one of our six Signature Events. During the spring season, we hosted our second Signature Event, the U.S. concert tour of Finnish kantele player Ida Elina, but since Labor Day things have been really taking off, and will culminate at December 6, Independence Day.

A fall season highlight was the visit of President Sauli Niinistö and his spouse Jenni Haukio, who attended major Finland 100 events in Washington, D.C., New York City and Minneapolis.

The third FFN Signature Event was in Santa Fe on September 18, when former Finland President Tarja Halonen and Halle Tómasdóttir, presidential candidate from Iceland, appeared at the Women’s International Study Center (WISC) discussion forum, co-sponsored by FFN. Later that week on Friday the 22nd, the Minnesota Orchestra performed an “All Finnish” concert led by Maestro Osmo Vänskä as part of the Fourth FFN Signature Event. The orchestra’s encore of Finlandia could be considered the highlight of the season so far, with the President of Finland and much of the U.S. Finnish-American leadership in the audience.

Other highlights in Minneapolis included awarding FFN’s Award of Excellence to John and Pauline Kittinen from Marquette, Michigan, for their major philanthropy in support of many Finnish-American cultural events and works. FFN established the award three years ago, and presents it each second year. The first was given in 2015 to the Seattle Symphony for its series of Sibelius concerts in the Sibelius 150th anniversary year. Composer Jean Sibelius was the first patron of FFN.

Rounding out the FFN Finland 100 signature events were the Finland 100 jubilee concert November 4 in Seattle by Philharmonia Northwest, and the November 9 seminar in New York City: “Changing the Game: Peacemaking in Turbulent Times” recognizing former Finnish President and Nobel Laureate Martti Ahtisaari, and featuring a distinguished panel of speakers.

Throughout the year, FFN also provided financial support and performers to more than 35 Finlandia Foundation chapters to assist them in undertaking their own Finland 100 events.

It is obvious to every Finn why we celebrate Finland’s 100th anniversary. The birth of an independent Finland in 1917 was not easy, and there were times later (Winter War, 1939-40) when independence was in serious danger. Independent Finland was very poor at its start, but has been able to become one of the leading nations of the world, measured by a number of development indicators. Politically it is the most stable country in the world, according to one indicator. That is something worth celebrating in a turbulent world!

On behalf of Finlandia Foundation, I wish you the best for the holidays and year ahead. Hauskaa juhlua ja Onnellista Uutta Vuotta.

Ossi Rahkonen
President

---
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**Iida Elina Wins Raves on Debut U.S. Tour**

Iida Elina performs to an appreciative audience at the Hall of Nations in San Diego on her Finlandia Foundation Finland 100 U.S. tour.

Kantele artist Ida Elina and her 38-string instrument traveled from Finland on her inaugural U.S. tour, which began April 19 in Provo, Utah and wrapped up May 6 in Washington, D.C. In between she performed in Seattle, Bellevue and Rosburg, Washington; Portland, Oregon; Sacramento and San Diego; Minneapolis; and Thomaston, Maine. The tour was a Finlandia Foundation Finland 100 Signature Event, with FFN chapters in the respective cities co-hosting the musician’s appearances.

Inspired by slap guitar playing, the Sibelius Academy-trained Ida Elina brings a unique and modern percussive style to the kantele, an ancient member of the dulcimer/zither family. Billed as the world’s first pop kantele player for her repertoire of contemporary music, traditional Finnish tunes and her own compositions, she is the 2017 Finnish Evento Award performer of the year.

Of her performances in San Diego, House of Finland President Reva Syvanen says, “What an awesome weekend we had with Ida Elina! Two fantastic concerts, one relaxed and fun at the Vappu party and the second, more in the Suomi 100-spirit, at the Hall of Nations. Ida Elina’s talent just touched us very deeply. Thank you, Finlandia Foundation National, for giving us the opportunity of having Ida Elina in San Diego. We hope she enjoyed her short stay and look forward to meeting her again, whether in Finland or the U.S.”

FFN Trustee Emerita Satu Mikkola, who coordinated the appearance schedule, reports, “The Ida Elina U.S. tour was a total success! People just loved her everywhere she went, could not get enough and want her to come back. She is such a wonderful and lively performer (no sign of a shy and introverted Finn). A fabulous and talented musician and a sweet and considerate person.”

---

**Minnesota Orchestra**

**Finnish Program Wows**

On September 22 at Orchestra Hall in Minneapolis, the Minnesota Orchestra, under the direction of Osmo Vänskä, performed an all-Finnish concert to an enthusiastic audience including Finland’s President Sauli Niinistö and his spouse Jenni Haukio, as well as many representatives of Finnish America. The program featured violinist Elina Vähälä in Jaakko Kuusisto’s Violin Concerto, Mänttä by Kalevi Ahio, and Jean Sibelius’ Symphony No. 2. An encore performance of Finlandia capped the evening, with the audience waving small Finnish flags.

The special Centennial tribute was a Finlandia Foundation Finland 100 Signature Event, and in remarks prior to the performance FFN was recognized as a major sponsor of the concert.

---

**Minnesota Orchestra Maito Osmo Vänskä (left), Finland President Sauli Niinistö and symphony Board Chair Marilyn Carlson Nelson address the audience prior to the all-Finnish concert.”**
Students at Salolampi Language Village in Bemidji, Minnesota, enjoyed lots of extra celebrating this year—both for Finland 100 and for the language camp’s 40th anniversary. The Finnish architecture, landscape very much like Finland, and the foods, customs and sports of Finland all provide a genuine Finnish experience during the one-, two- and four-week camp sessions.

Each year new and returning young people from Finland serve as teachers, counselors and staff to add to the camp feeling of really being in Finland—including the lakeside sauna—as they hear Finnish spoken every day, all day, to me. It was an incredible experience.

In addition to the FFN match of up to $300 per student, we also offer transportation assistance of up to $500; in 2017 we issued over $2,000 in travel grants.

FFN is offering financial assistance again in 2018; find information at FinlandiaFoundation.org. Also, please check out the scholarships available at the Salolampi Foundation website (salolampi.org) for other sources to assist in funding this worthwhile cultural and fun camp for young people.

"The travel funds really make a difference," says John "Jussi" Hanson III, president of Salolampi Foundation. He stopped at the FFN FinnFest Tori booth to extend thanks for offering travel grants to assist young people in transportation costs to the Bemidji, Minnesota, camp. FFN Trustee Dennis Anderson (left) coordinates the FFN matching funds available to Salolampi Villagers.

Soiva International Music Camp was held at Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota in June of 2017. It was another very exciting and rewarding year for 12 students from Finland and 16 students from around the United States. Soiva Music Camp was initially conducted at Salolampi in Bemidji, Minnesota, but has been hosted on the campus of Concordia College since 2012, with the exception of 2016 when it was held at the Sibelius Academy near Järvenpää, Finland. (Tentative plans are to host Soiva International Music Camp in Finland for the second time in 2019.)

Our 28 students in 2017 were supported and taught by a total of 11 faculty from Finland and the U.S. Students ranged in age from 12 to 18, with about one third of the students participating for the first time. Student instrumental virtuosity and compositions were absolutely excellent, as were performances at the Scandinavian Festival.

In 2017, 11 students received scholarships totaling $2,300 in amounts ranging in size from $100 to $400. In addition, over $1,300 was awarded in the form of travel grants. These travel funds make it feasible for students to attend Soiva Music Camp from anywhere in the U.S.

The final 2017 student recital was webcast on Sunday, June 24 from Concordia College. Four students participated in the composition class, and their works were performed that day. The opening piece was a fantastic rendition by four students on two grand pianos. They played The William Tell Overture by Rossini, which reminded some of The Lone Ranger radio show of yesteryear.

You may enjoy the performances online by going to FinlandiaFoundation.org/Soiva-music-camp and clicking on the link to the 2017 recital.
By Betsey Norgard  
*FFN Trustee, POY Coordinator*

**POY Nominations Due February 15**

**By Betsey Norgard  
*FFN Trustee, POY Coordinator***

Who will be the next Performer of the Year? Finlandia Foundation National announces that nominations are open for the POY term that begins September 1, 2018 and ends August 31, 2019. The deadline for application is Thursday, February 15.

The POY program began in 1996 to offer opportunities for undiscovered artists to gain exposure and to share their talents with Finnish and Finnish-American audiences. Talent is not restricted to music; it can be anything that appeals to a range of ages and is consistent with the goals of FFN. The POY travels to a minimum of eight chapters during the POY year to perform and possibly give workshops.

POYs cannot nominate themselves. They must be nominated by local chapters, other organizations, or by a FFN trustee. The POY receives a travel grant to pay for his/her travel to local chapters to perform; the host chapter is responsible for local accommodations and an honorarium. Only individuals (not ensembles) can apply to be a POY; an accompanist may be included.

For POY guidelines and application, go to FinlandiaFoundation.org. Direct any questions to POY coordinator Betsey Norgard at norgard@paulbunyan.net.

Over the years, the greatest number of POYs have been folk musicians, but also classical pianists, comedians, organists, flutists and jazz musicians—the field is open.

POYs cannot nominate themselves. They must be nominated by local chapters, other organizations, or by a FFN trustee. The POY receives a travel grant to pay for his/her travel to local chapters to perform; the host chapter is responsible for local accommodations and an honorarium. Only individuals (not ensembles) can apply to be a POY; an accompanist may be included.

For POY guidelines and application, go to FinlandiaFoundation.org. Direct any questions to POY coordinator Betsey Norgard at norgard@paulbunyan.net.
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FFN Scholarships Make a Difference

By Maria Kizirian

I couldn’t have arrived at a more opportune time: Erica Tukiainen, living with her single mother, Leena, was out of money when the mail brought an envelope containing news of a $1,500 check from Finlandia Foundation National.

“I couldn’t believe it! I did not even remember applying for the scholarship by then anymore!” Erica exclaims.

“It is an honor to have been a recipient of the Finlandia Foundation scholarship,” she continues. “I received this award when I started UCLA medical school, and used the support to pursue further training and education in primary care by attending several preventive medicine conferences. “Now, I’m a family medicine physician at the Kaiser Permanente hospital on Sunset Boulevard, in Hollywood, continuing my training to become a physician leader in preventive medicine. Hence, this scholarship served as another part of my development into a caring and skilled physician, with the additional support to pursue unique training opportunities.”

Erica was born in Finland, and moved to the United States at age 12. She did not speak English. Her mother instilled a strong work ethic and Finnish stius into the lives of both Erica and her younger brother, Daniel. The family has since seen their hard work truly begin to pay off, with Daniel graduating from college this year.

Erica completed medical school at UCLA this year and began her career as a physician. She has had an exciting year in her personal life as well: she was married in September 2017. Things are looking very bright indeed for this intelligent and talented young woman, due to her hard work and diligence, supportive family and friends, and her devotion to the public good through her work in health care.

FFN is proud to have supported her on her path with a scholarship. We extend congratulations to Erica, and best wishes in all of the wonderful life changes she is experiencing!

You can assist a student with a scholarship by making a tax-deductible gift to FFN at FinlandiaFoundation.org or by mail to PO Box 92046, Pasadena, CA 91109-2046.

Questions? Contact FFN Assistant to the Board of Trustees Maria Kizirian at office@finlandiafoundation.org or 626.795.2081.

Applications Now Open for 2018 FFN Grants and Scholarships

Each year, Finlandia Foundation National supports projects and programs, and awards funds to assist undergraduate, graduate and law students. FFN is now accepting applications for its 2018 grants and scholarships.

The FFN spring newsletters (available at FinlandiaFoundation.org) carry brief descriptions of each year’s grant projects and background information on scholarship recipients.

Application deadlines are January 17, 2018 for grants and February 1, 2018 for scholarships. Find complete information at the FFN website: FinlandiaFoundation.org

GRANTS

Richard Ahola

FFN Trustee and Committee Chair

FFN awards grants for non-profit cultural projects of local or national significance. In 2017 FFN distributed $101,000 to a variety of projects. In developing a proposal consider the following:

• Projects should benefit the general public, not only the sponsor or sponsoring organization.
• Grants should show evidence or testimony of high cultural, educational, artistic or scientific merit.
• The sponsor or sponsoring organization.
• Projects should benefit the general public, not only the sponsor or sponsoring organization.
• Grants show evidence or testimony of high cultural, educational, artistic or scientific merit.
• The sponsor or sponsoring organization.
• Financial need and course of study are considered.
• U.S. or Finnish citizenship is required.
• The P.J.C. Lindfors Legal Scholarship is available to qualified American law students studying in Finland, and Finnish law students in the U.S.

Deadline: February 1, 2018

FFN Fun Fact:

Renowned Finnish composer Einojuhani Rautavaara (October 9, 1928-July 28, 2016) was the first student to receive a Finlandia Foundation scholarship, which was at that time named for FFN Patron Jean Sibelius.

SCHOLARSHIPS

Hanna Wagner

FFN Trustee and Committee Chair

Finlandia Foundation has a long tradition of awarding scholarships. The first recipients, in the 1950s, were students at Sibelius Academy and The Juilliard School.

Today, students in all areas of academic study in the U.S. and Finland are eligible. In addition, FFN administers a scholarship for law students in both countries.

• Scholarships are awarded to full-time undergraduate (sophomore or higher level) and graduate students enrolled in an accredited post-secondary institution in the U.S. or Finland.
• A minimum 3.0 GPA is required.

Applicants of Finnish-American heritage will be given primary consideration.

Today, students in all areas of academic study in the U.S. and Finland are eligible. In addition, FFN administers a scholarship for law students in both countries.

• Scholarships are awarded to full-time undergraduate (sophomore or higher level) and graduate students enrolled in an accredited post-secondary institution in the U.S. or Finland.
• A minimum 3.0 GPA is required.

• Financial need and course of study are considered.
• U.S. or Finnish citizenship is required.
• The P.J.C. Lindfors Legal Scholarship is available to qualified American law students studying in Finland, and Finnish law students in the U.S.

Deadline: February 1, 2018

Scholarship recipient Maria Kelly is a graduate student at Columbia University in the Modern Art: Critical & Curatorial Studies master’s program.
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Kiltinens Receive Award of Excellence

The Award of Excellence is an Iittala Alvar Aalto vase set in a wooden base handcrafted by woodworker Garry Smith of Engadine, Michigan. FFN Trustees Hanita Wagner and Ossi Rahkonen with the Kiltinens.

Finlandia Foundation National trustees conducted their fall board meeting September 21-22 in Minneapolis. The meeting dovetailed with the start of FinnFest USA 2017 and the all-Finnish concert by the Minnesota Orchestra, which is one of six FFN Finland 100 Signature Events. It also provided the opportunity to present the Finlandia Foundation Award of Excellence to John and Pauline Kiltinen.

Fall Board Meeting Coincides with FinnFest

Finlandia Foundation National trustees conducted their fall board meeting September 21-22 in Minneapolis. The meeting dovetailed with the start of FinnFest USA 2017 and the all-Finnish concert by the Minnesota Orchestra, which is one of six FFN Finland 100 Signature Events. It also provided the opportunity to present the Finlandia Foundation Award of Excellence to John and Pauline Kiltinen.

Special Recognition for Paloheimo Foundation

As an expression of gratitude for their long-standing support, the Finlandia Foundation presented trustees of the Paloheimo Foundation with a special recognition award during this 100th anniversary year of Finnish Independence. The award was approved by the Finlandia Foundation Board of Directors at its spring meeting in Chicago.

The board reviewed committee reports on FFN activities for the year-to-date 2017, which continues to be a very busy period due to chapter centennial events, many supported with FFN Finland 100 funds. In addition, the trustees evaluated Finlandia Foundation’s centennial Signature Events, the core FFN programs, potential new chapters, fundraising, budget, and plans for the year ahead.

At FinnFest in Minneapolis, FFN board members and spouses await the start of the Economic Club of Minnesota luncheon, which featured remarks by Finland President Sauli Niinistö. Seated from left: Karin and Ossi Rahkonen, Susan and Paul Halme, Hanna and David Wagner; standing: Betsy Norgard, Anita Smiley, and Pirjo and Dirk Schulbach.

The board reviewed committee reports on FFN activities for the year-to-date 2017, which continues to be a very busy period due to chapter centennial events, many supported with FFN Finland 100 funds. In addition, the trustees evaluated Finlandia Foundation’s centennial Signature Events, the core FFN programs, potential new chapters, fundraising, budget, and plans for the year ahead.

The WISC program was a Finlandia Foundation Finland 100 Signature Event, featuring former Finnish presidential elections. WISC is based at Acequia Madre House in Santa Fe, which was home to Yrjö and Leonora Paloheimo, founders of the Paloheimo Foundation and Finlandia Foundation.

Finlandia Foundation has received $150,000 per year from the Paloheimo Foundation to help fund its ongoing operations. Additionally, the Paloheimo Foundation matches all gifts made to Finlandia Foundation, up to $100,000 per year. This generosity has enabled Finlandia Foundation donors’ gifts to go twice as far, and since our operating costs have been covered, all donor gifts can be applied directly to our important programs.

Finlandia Foundation is extremely grateful for the Paloheimo Foundation’s steadfast support, which has enabled Finnish culture to thrive in the United States.
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Fall Board Meeting Coincides with FinnFest

Finlandia Foundation National trustees conducted their fall board meeting September 21-22 in Minneapolis. The meeting dovetailed with the start of FinnFest USA 2017 and the all-Finnish concert by the Minnesota Orchestra, which is one of six FFN Finland 100 Signature Events.

It also provided the opportunity to present the Finlandia Foundation Award of Excellence to John and Pauline Kiltinen.
always a highly-anticipated event in the Finnish-American community, FinnFest USA was even more special during this year of the centennial of Finland’s Declaration of Independence. FinnFest attendees were able to meet Finland President Sauli Niinistö and First Lady Jenni Haukio, who were active participants in many activities throughout the September 22-24 weekend in Minneapolis.

Around every corner at FinnFest there was evidence of the impact of Finlandia Foundation National programs and support, from the participation of grant and scholarship recipients, to program presenters and attendance by chapter members.

At a press conference, FFN Communications Manager Kath Usitalo had an opportunity to briefly introduce Finlandia Foundation to President Niinistö, explaining that it is the largest network of Finnish-Americans in the U.S. and will be celebrating its 65th anniversary in 2018.

President Niinistö commented, “In Finland we highly respect American Finnish people and notice this feeling is mutual. We are very proud that Finnish-Americans want to have a connection to Finland, if even more than sometimes we do in Finland.”

Here is a sampling of the FFN involvement and connections at FinnFest. (All photos by Kath Usitalo)

1. Finland President Niinistö comments, “We are very proud that Finnish-Americans want to have a connection to Finland, if even more than sometimes we do in Finland.”

2. Ameriikan Pojat performed at the Tori and the Convocation at Orchestra Hall. The brass ensemble received a 2017 FFN grant to facilitate its Finland 100 travels.

3.-8. At a FinnFest reception during which FFN President Ossi Rahkonen presented the Finlandia Foundation Award of Excellence to John and Pauline Kiltinen, guests had a chance to meet and mingle informally with invited dignitaries. (All photo identifications are from left to right.)

3. Susan Halme, President Niinistö, FFN Vice President Paul Halme, FFN Trustee Päivi Tetri

4. First Lady Jenni Haukio, President Niinistö, Palohimo Foundation’s Martti Palohimo, FFN Trustee Hanna Wagner

5. Ossi Rahkonen, Eric Saarinen (whose documentary about his father Eero Saarinen received a grant from FFN) and FinnFest President Marianne Wargelin

6. First Lady Jenni Haukio, President Niinistö, FFN Trustee Teuvo Puukkinen, Ossi Rahkonen, Trustee Anne-Mari Paster

7. Greg Isola, a 2017 FFN grant recipient, Abram Isola and Finland’s Ambassador to the U.S. Kirsti Kauppi

8. FinnFest USA Director Dari Trauek and Yvonne Lockwood; Yvonne was FFN 2013 Lecturer of the Year

9. In the Orchestra Hall Atrium, fiddler Carl Rahkonen (right) was one of many musicians who lent their talent to FinnFest in formal and informal settings. He is an ethnomusicologist, and as the FFN 2010 Lecturer of the Year shared his knowledge of folk music traditions with chapters across the U.S.

10. Visitors to the Tori learned about Finlandia Foundation and picked up brochures and newsletters at the FFN booth staffed by Maria Kizirian.

11. FinnFest-goers included Mia Lamminen, chairman of the Finnish Center Association in Farmington Hills, Michigan, and Olli Lamminen, who serves on the board of the FFN chapter.

12. FFN Trustee and Past President Anita Smiley participated in the panel “Americans Looking at Finland’s 100 Years” with Gary London, Everett Community College professor emeritus, and Hiiary Virtanen of Finlandia University.

13. Pauline Kiltinen, who with her husband John received the FFN 2017 Award of Excellence, invites the FinnFest Convocation audience to sign the Suomi 100 Centennial Greetings card to be sent to Finland.

14. Elaine Moe of Massachusetts displays her handcrafted birch bark basketry at the Tori. She applied her FFN grant to learning and keeping alive the authentic Finnish artistry.

15. Arline Pulikka Tukker and Anne Fitzpatrick, members of the Northland Chapter of Finlandia Foundation in Duluth, enjoy an evening at Orchestra Hall for the Minnesota Orchestra concert. Anne is a 2017 FFN grant recipient.

16. Lauren Tuomainen, a FinnFest volunteer, is a FFN scholarship recipient from the University of Eastern Finland. She is currently in the Fulbright foreign language program at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis.

Finland celebrates its Centennial this year, and next year will commemorate the 100th anniversary of the Finnish Civil War. FinnFest 2018 will be held in Finland beginning right after Juhannus on June 24. Tampere will be our destination, with day trips planned from there for a full week of excellent programming.

Pricing, still to be determined, will include program and lodging. Planning has just begun. GO FinnFest!
FFN GROWS: CHAPTERS BUSY WITH VARIETY OF FINLAND 100 ACTIVITIES

With the addition of four new members, Finlandia Foundation National now consists of 57 organizations in 26 states and Washington, D.C. In this newsletter we introduce Finlandia Foundation of Montana and the Delaware Valley Finnish-Americans. The spring issue will feature the Kaleva Building Corporation of Virginia, Minnesota and the New Sweden Alliance, our affiliated member based in Delaware.

By Jenni Rohrbach
President
Jenna McVey
Director of Information and Cultural Affairs

The Finlandia Foundation of Montana (FFM) is an advocate for global diversity and is dedicated to the preservation of Finnish-American and Scandinavian-American cultural heritage in Montana and the Rocky Mountain region. FFM was formed in the spring of 2017 when the two founding members, Jenni Rohrbach and Jenna McVey, connected through the Finland 100 Traveling Sauna. We saw a need to promote Finnish culture in our small but vibrant community of Missoula, but realized there’s more potential in partnership and thus invited other Missoula Nordics to join us and maximize our efforts together. Today the FFM board of directors consists of Finns, Danes and Americans. Together, the theme of Finland’s centenary celebration, also suits us quite well.

We’ve been working hard to get Finnish maternity packages to Missoula and hopefully throughout Montana. We also connect with families and youth through our music outreach program and our international exchange student program in partnership with the Council for Educational Travel USA, Missoula County Public Schools, and the University of Montana. We have participated in an international fair at the university and hosted the Traveling Sauna, a Nordic fiddle concert, May Day celebration, Finnish movie night and a get-together for Missoula’s Nordic exchange students. The highlight of the FFM year will be a community dinner event in November celebrating the Finnish Centennial. We are honored to be part of Finlandia Foundation National and look forward to what the future will hold. For more information on FFM, please visit finlandiafoundationmontana.org or find us on Facebook under Montana Nordic Group.

By Roy Palo
President

The Delaware Valley Finnish-Americans was formed in April of 1976. Our members are primarily from the Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania and New Jersey areas, but we also have members as far away as North Carolina and Georgia. We have approximately 40 members various ages as our membership is by household, not person. Many current members are the children and grandchildren of the original members. Current officers are: Roy Palo, president; Arnold Sten, vice president; Barbara Palo, secretary; Paul Marikula, treasurer.

We try to keep the Finnish heritage alive through community fellowship and celebrations. Finnish heritage is not a requirement. Activities include coordination of the festivities on the second Sunday each June at the Finnish Settlers Monument in Chester, PA; Pikkujuhla in December, where feasting occurs and Christmas songs are sung after a visit from Joulupukki; and participation in Finnish activities in the region or other parts of the U.S. We also partake in other Scandinavian festivals and are a member of the New Sweden Alliance.

Columbia-Pacific Chapter

Finlandia Foundation Columbia-Pacific Chapter hosted a tasty event on May 9 as part of its year-long schedule of Finland 100 events, reports Pirjo Schulbach. Chef Leena Pölkki led the “True Flavors of Finland” class at Nordia House in Portland, where eager cooks learned to make traditional Finnish foods including the popular blueberry dessert mustikkapiirakka. At the hands-on session they also made two versions of karjalapiirakka, the thin rye dough with a choice of standard rice filling and a combination of carrot, potato and rutabaga.

Chef Leena Pölkki shares her secrets for delicious Finnish foods, including karjalapiirakka. Photos by Anna-Maija Nibbelink
Finns Connect South Florida

By Kati Mäkinen
President

Finns Connect South Florida hosted a Vappu picnic in celebration of Finland 100. The turnout was amazing, with around 100 Finns celebrating with us. We were extremely pleased to see so many people, and especially that many kids. We arranged some fun activities and a DJ who played Finnish music. People brought their own picnic baskets and we sold munkki (Finnish doughnuts) and hot dogs. It seems that everyone enjoyed the day and met plenty of new Finnish friends.

Atlanta Finland Society

Minna LeVine greets New York Consul General of Finland Manu Virtamo and his spouse Lisa during the October visit to Atlanta by SISU the Traveling Sauna.

FAHS Connecticut


Finger Lakes Finns

By Richard Koski

On March 10 the Finger Lakes Finns presented a program in Ithaca, New York featuring organist Kent Washburn. Kent gave a wonderful performance on the organ as accompaniment to the 1929 Finnish silent movie Mustalaishurmaaja (The Gypsy Charmer). Kent created the original soundtrack from Finnish folk songs and classical selections. The program was enjoyed by both the local Finns and the wider area community, plus we had a nice social hour with coffee and refreshments afterward.

Finland 100 Concert at Seattle’s Benaroya Hall

By Satu Mikkola

The all-Finnish music “Finland 100” concert at Seattle’s Benaroya Hall November 4 was a wonderful tribute to our beloved Finland by Philharmonia Northwest, conducted by the talented Juli Tai.

Sponsored by Finlandia Foundation National and Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter, it is a FFN Finland 100 Signature Event.

West Coast Tour

Viipuri Lauluveikot, The Singing Fellows of Viipuri, toured the West Coast from August 27-September 7 as part of the Finland 100 celebration, with an assist from a FFN grant to the FF Suomi Chapter. The 120-year-old men’s chorus performed in Bellingham/Ferndale and Seattle, San Francisco/ Berkeley, and Los Angeles.

Finns and Friends Phoenix

By Joy Dorvinen
President

Finlandia University President Philip Johnson, Finns and Friends of Phoenix, and Gary Waissi, the Honorary Consul of Finland to Arizona and New Mexico, hosted a Finland 100 gala on March 25 at the Acacia Restaurant at the Camelback Golf Club. Bill Jackson, long-time friend and supporter of Finlandia University, sponsored this Finland 100 edition of the annual President’s Reception. The program included remarks by special guests, a brief presentation from Finlandia University, and music by the Olli Hirvonen Quartet from New York City.

“When was such a stunning event and we had an exceptional turn out,” says Finns and Friends President Joy Dorvinen.
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By Satu Mikkola

The all-Finnish music “Finland 100” concert at Seattle’s Benaroya Hall November 4 was a wonderful tribute to our beloved Finland by Philharmonia Northwest, conducted by the talented Juli Tai.

Sponsored by Finlandia Foundation National and Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter, it is a FFN Finland 100 Signature Event.
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By Richard Koski
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Red River Finns

Olivia Jenkins and Lily Pelowski help at the Red River Finns table.

By Ellen Liddle

The annual Midwest Viking and Scandinavian Hjemkomst Festivals were held in Moorhead, Minnesota June 23-24. This year Norway was the featured country, and the 100th anniversary of Finland’s independence was recognized with special programs.

Pirjo Polari-Khan, Finlandia Foundation National Performer of the Year, wove themes of values, including what freedom means to us, in her storytelling. Craig Randal Johnson, a past FFN Performer of the Year, related Finnish history to musical compositions that he performed to an appreciative audience.

Singing Finnish songs were staff members from Salolampi, Concordia College’s Finnish Language Village: Vera Raineye, Sofia Laskorski, Elizabeth Brauer and Michaela Jjas with daughter Esmeraida. Soiva International Music Camp commemorated Finland 100 with concerts at the festival.

The Red River Finns’ cultural booth was decorated with a Happy Birthday Finland banner, balloons and Marimekko tablecloths. Children were given Finland 100 coloring pages, and taught to say Finnish words.

The cool, damp weekend may have boosted attendance as over 3,000 people from many states attended the festival. By the end of the second day, nearly all of the Scandinavian delicacies were sold out.

Additional Finland 100 celebrations in Moorhead include Pangrea, the multi-cultural festival on November 18 and the Pikkujoulu dessert reception on December 10 featuring Dr. Verlyn Anderson, retired director of libraries at Concordia College, on the independence of Finland.

FFCPC Presents Gift to Ministry of Defence

Finlandia Foundation Columbia-Pacific Chapter (FFCPC) of Portland, Oregon, presented a painting to the Finnish Ministry of Defence—and thus to people of Finland—in celebration of Finland 100 and in honor of all Finnish veterans.

The work of art describes the event when Finnish Air Force pilot Jorma Sarvanto destroyed six Soviet bombers in four minutes during Finland’s Winter War. Eila Sarvanto Chisolm, daughter of the ace fighter, lives in Portland and so the accomplishment is known in that area. Dave Alford, a member of FFCPC, spearheaded the effort to have the painting made by Jerry Ghiglieri; she is the official volunteer painter of the Oregon National Guard. FFCPC received a Finlandia Foundation grant to help with the project.

On behalf of FFCPC, Katarina Lehtonen made the presentation in Helsinki to Permanent Secretary Jukka Juusti of the Ministry of Defence. FFCPC received a Finlandia Foundation grant to help with the project.

O n behalf of FFCPC, Katarina Lehtonen made the presentation in Helsinki to Permanent Secretary Jukka Juusti of the Ministry of Defence. FFCPC received a Finlandia Foundation grant to help with the project.

The painting is now hanging in the room where General Carl Gustav Emil Mannerheim prepared his war time airplane gunner, as well as additional representatives of the Ministry of Defence were present.

The painting is now hanging in the room where General Carl Gustav Emil Mannerheim prepared his war time airplane gunner, as well as additional representatives of the Ministry of Defence were present.

Expat Parliament Celebrates 20 Years

The Finnish Expatriate Parliament (FEP) held its 20th anniversary session in Helsinki June 16-17, with Finlandia Foundation chapters well represented. Of the 27 voting delegates from the United States, 14 were from various local chapters of Finlandia Foundation, and three delegates represented Finlandia Foundation National. In addition, half of the 14 observers from the U.S. were from Finlandia Foundation chapters.

FFCPC Trustee Hanna Wagner was elected FEP Deputy Speaker for the U.S. and Latin America Region, and Trustee Teuvo Pulkkinen was named Alternate Deputy Speaker.

O n the eve of our meeting we received the good news that the Eduskunta had decided to send this motion to the Constitutional Law Committee. If all goes well, voting by mail will be possible in the parliamentary elections in 2019. This issue has been on the FEP agenda for the last 17 years!

To ensure a full representation of Finns in the United States, we encourage all local chapters to consider registering to send delegates to the next Finnish Expatriate Parliament. If your chapter decides to become a member of the FEP, please go to www.usp.fi.
WISC continued from page 1

Hilkka Kinnunen Makes Gift to FFN

By Tim Nurvala

FFN Trustee

Finlandia Foundation is proud to have received an extraordinary contribution earlier this year from beloved Finnish performing artist Hilkka Kinnunen, who now lives in Finland and Florida. The generous $10,000 gift from the Hilkka Kinnunen Trust is being matched by the Palheiroim Foundation. This doubles its effect in funding Finlandia Foundation’s series of cultural and musical events throughout the United States, celebrating the 100th anniversary of Finnish Independence.

Born in the Finnish town of Viipuri, Hilkka started dance classes at the age of five and the violin at age six. When Finnish Karelia was taken over by the Soviet army during the Winter War in 1940, she relocated to Helsinki where, after the war at age 15, she began vocal classes. Hilkka was a popular child radio actress, and appeared in the Finnish National Theatre production of Sleeping Beauty. She studied at Sibelius Academy and in 1945 graduated with an acting degree from the Finnish Theatre School. Hilkka Kinnunen was an actress, singer, and radio star in Finland throughout the 1950s and 1960s, giving concerts in Finland and around the world. She also toured Finnish-American communities from New York to the West Coast. In 1959 she founded the musical theatre Operaetteateri in Helsinki. In 1971 she helped found the Finnish Operatic Society, which staged a range of musical theatre works; she successfully managed it until her retirement in 1996.

Ms. Kinnunen demonstrated considerable management and financial talent besides those of an actor and singer. In 2009, she set up the Koskenmaa Manor Cultural Centre at her summer residence in Hyvinkää. It is maintained by the Hilkka Kinnunen Foundation, which hosts concerts, art exhibitions, workshops and other performances at the manor house and also in Helsinki.

In 2010, the Central Association of Finnish Theatre Organizations awarded her the Gold Medal of Honor, the highest decoration of the Finnish theatre. Later that year she was given the honorary title Counsellor of Theatre, by President of the Republic of Finland Tarja Halonen.

Stay Up-to-Date

Please contact the FFN office with your change of address or to request future newsletters in PDF form via e-mail. Reach Maria Kizirian at office@finlandiafoundation.org or phone 626.795.2081.

Sign up for the free, monthly E-newsletter for FFN updates and information related to Finnish America, at finlandiafoundation.org.

Our international Facebook community is growing! Join us for news items, information on events and links to interesting stories about FFN chapters, Finnish America and Finland. Friend FFN at: facebook.com/Finlandia.Foundation.National.

Deadlines for FFN programs in 2018:

January 17: Grant Applications
February 1: Scholarship Applications
February 15: Performer of the Year nominations
April 30: Early bird Soiva Camp registrations
May 1: Saikolampi matching fund requests due

Can be widely shared beyond the Nordics countries, which have a long history of democratic institutions and gender equality. They encouraged young women to participate in civic organizations and to run for political office. Their interventions were enthusiastically received. Judging by comments I heard from the audience during and after the program, it is the very type of event that WISC should continue to organize.

Tarja Halonen, a lawyer by training, served two terms as president of Finland, from 2000-2012. During her presidency she was co-chair of the United Nations Millennium Summit, the Commission on the Social Dimension of Globalization and the U.N. panel on Global Sustainability, as well as chair of the Council of Women Leaders. Prior to her election, she served as Minister of Social Affairs and Health, Minister of Justice, and Minister of Foreign Affairs. She continues to work actively with the U.N. and several non-governmental organizations.

Halla Tomasdottir’s experience straddles the private and public sectors. She has been a business leader in corporate America with M&M and Pepsi Cola; the first female CEO of Iceland’s Chamber of Commerce; and an entrepreneur with vision to incorporate women’s values into finance. Most recently she was a presidential candidate in Iceland. She has lived and worked in the U.S., the U.K., and across the Nordics. She has participated in dialogues about leadership and gender for companies and conferences around the world. Neusuuekw named her to a list of 150 women who “shake the world,” and The New Yorker called her a “living Emoji of sincerity.”

WISC, which was established in 2013, honors women’s accomplishments, supports study and research through fellowships, and facilitates intergenerational, multicultural and cross-disciplinary dialogue via symposia, conversations, and other events. WISC is dedicated to inspiring and enabling women around the world to achieve full potential.

There is a connection between WISC, FFN and Palheiroim Foundation. WISC was founded on the legacy of Eva Scott Fenyes, her daughter Leonora Curtin, and granddaughter Leonora Curtin Palheiroim. Leonora was married to Yrjö (George) Palheiroim, who founded Finlandia Foundation.

WISC is building on the contributions of the Fenyes women and advancing their work in the arts, sciences, cultural preservation, business and philanthropy; through study and research. For more information about Women’s International Study Center: wisc-amh.org.
KIITOS! THANK YOU FOR YOUR GIFTS!

April 2017 through October 2017, except gifts above $1,000, which are cumulative:

MAJOR GIFTS
Rauha Cole Estate
Curtin-Palheiro Foundation
Aina Swan Cutler
FF National Capital Chapter
Haikala Associates
Ronald A. Helin
Hilda M. Hendrickson Trust
Dr. Vaino Hoover & John & Pauline Kitinen
Hiltik Kinnunen Trust
Aune E. Koski Estate
Esko Koskinen
Gertrude Kujala
John & Nancy Laine
Edward Lassi Estate
Pertti Lindfors
Earle I. Mack Foundation
Palheiro Foundation
Leonora C. Palheiro
Ossi J. & Karin Rahkonen
Elma Randall Estate
Jon & Christine Saari
Jean Sainio-Nolan Trust
Bert & Marjatta Salonen
George & Marion
Sundquist
Suomi-Seura, Finland
Eero Tetri
Päivi & Brent Tetri
Andreas Udris
U.F.B. & S. Lodge #1 of San Francisco
Regina K. Valley

$5,000 to $9,999
J. Bradford & Pingko Borland
John Brock & Sirpa Ristimaki-Brock
Finlandia Music & Art Festival
Finnish-American Literary Heritage Foundation
Paul & Susan Halme
Olavi Huukka
Rita Verranala-Koski & Alvar Koski
Juha O. Mäkipää
Satu & Juhani Mikkola
Nokia Corp.
Timothy Nuvunla
Nestor Peralta
Anita & Jack Smiley
Sundquist Associates
June M. Wepsala

$2,000 to $4,999
Richard & Janet Ahola
Anonymous
Janel Arvonion Kniffin
Jenny M. Duke TTEE
FF Columbia-Pacific Chapter
FF Los Angeles Chapter
Finn Spark, Inc.
Jack & Sinikka Haikala
Jacqueline L. Harju
Anne K. Kanerva
Mervi Hjelmoos-Koski & John Koski
Sílina & Herant Kitchadournian
Alvar Kauli
Risto & Satu Laaksonen
Anja & Raymond C. Miller
Terri Muscato Normark
Nasdq Stockmarket, Inc.
Arni Nelson
Anne-Mari Paster

Richard W. Ploe-Kajala
Anita A. Raistakka
Rapala USA
Duane & Cheriy Rogers, Rasi & Minandza
Hanna & David Wagner
Susan E. Walima

$1,000 to $1,999
Ruth Kaarlela Living Trust
Gabriel & Deb Monroe
David & Jeanette Sharpe

$200 to $499
Sandy & Ted Bentinen
In Memory of Theodore Pentinen
Alpo Crane
George Elliott
FF Twin Cities Chapter
Ellen Gregg
Richard & Leila Judd
Hillevi A. Null
Red Lodge Knights & Ladies of Kaleva
Red River Finns

$100 to $199
William Aho
Kurttu Cantin
Darryl & Karin Daharbe
Ritva Dellerson
Finnish American Club of Tucson
Maria Hill
Philip Hill
Marlene Houlle
In Memory of Peter & Hilda Sormunen
Walter Kyllonen & Sylvia Kyllonen
In Memory of Walter Neit
Rikhard Laito
Linda Lindell
Erik & Alice Lindstrom
Marjatta & Jerry Nisenson
Robert J. Pemberton
Charlene Rikkonen
In Memory of Edith Raski
Paul & Dorothy Suomalainen
In Honor of Sovia Camp & Dennis Anderson
Gerald & Kathleen Vargo
Hei Haakana Wetzel
Helmut & Ann Will

GIFTS TO $99
Anonymous
WINFIELD ARNESON
In Memory of Sylvia & Armas Peterson
William Bakka
Frank Ballo
In Memory of Matt Niemi
William T. & Rose M. Cook
Bill Eaton
William R. & Cornelia M. Halttunen
Kristie Hanson
Kathryn Hill
Kari Hubikonen
Jane Kenknight
In Memory of Soiva Camp & Dennis Anderson
David Y. Kokko

Remember Loved Ones with a Centennial Gift

The names of Finlandia Foundation members and friends listed below are followed by those they have remembered with a Centennial Honor Gift.

These Finland 100 tributes are also recorded at FinlandiaFoundation.org.

GIFT OF $500 AND ABOVE
Paul & Susan Halme
Omar & Saima Halme
Loretta (Posio) Lindell & Carolyn (Posio) Wills
Posio/Ranta Families
Pertti Lindfors
Consul Jarl Lindfors
David & Jeannette Sharpe
Anita Smiley
Jack & Ida (Lillquist)
Hakkila

GIFT OF $250
Anna Leena Christensen
Alma (Luoma) & Matti Laurikonen
Hiilvi Null
Nikolai & Amelia Domars
Kath Ustiloff & Tony Kozak
Robert & Elsie Ustiloff,
Isaac & Anna Ustiloff
Marliisa Westerfield
Finnish Grandparents & Father

GIFT OF $100
David & Jeannette Sharpe

Jarl Lindfors left Finland at age 17 to work on sailing vessels, and came to the United States in 1907. He settled in San Francisco and became Honorary Consul of Finland. In Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, after her father was killed in a mine accident, Ruth Viola Hyry attended Suomi College and then moved to Detroit to find work. In the early 20th century, it wasn’t uncommon for immigrant family members to travel between Finland and the U.S. as they sought new or better circumstances.

These and other stories are a part of the Finlandia Foundation Family Tree shared by FFN members in honor of their ancestors. This year of Finland 100 presents a special opportunity to recognize your family history and loved ones with a Centennial Honor Gift to Finlandia Foundation National.

With a donation of $100, $250 or $500 you may enroll your honoree(s) on the Finlandia Foundation Family Tree shared by FFN members in honor of their ancestors. This year of Finland 100 presents a special opportunity to recognize your family history and loved ones with a Centennial Honor Gift to Finlandia Foundation National.

For details and to read the stories of Jarl Lindfors, Ruth Hyry and others, go to the Centennial Honor Gift page at FinlandiaFoundation.org.
Finlandia Foundation National
P.O. Box 92046 Pasadena, CA 91109-2046

Finlandia Foundation® National Chapters: Year affiliated with FFN and president/chairman
Find more information about the chapters at FinlandiaFoundation.org

**ALASKA**
Anchorage Suomi Finland Club/2015
Hanna Eklund
hanna.eklund@gmail.com

**ARIZONA**
The F-A Club of Tucson/2007
Tommi Koskinen
tucsonfinnclub@gmail.com
Finns and Friends of Phoenix/2010
Joy Dorvinen
finnsandfriendsclub@gmail.com

**CALIFORNIA**
Finlandia Club of Sacramento /2006
Marita Martin
finnshly@comcast.net
FF Berkeley Chapter/2016
Kaj Rekola
krekola@gmail.com
FF Los Angeles Chapter/1974
Harvey Eidonoff
eidons@verizon.net
FF San Francisco Bay Area Chapter/1956
Herta Bethell
herbtabethell@gmail.com
Paula Salomaa
paula.salomaa@me.com
F-A Home Association/2005
Sonoma
Stephen Rowe
directors@fahausa.org
The House of Finland-San Diego/2015
Eeva Syvanen
eeva_syyvanen@yahoo.com

**COLORADO**
FF Colorado Chapter/1993
Denver
Kirs St. Marie
kirsimarie@comcast.net

**CONNECTICUT**
F-A Heritage Society/2011
Canterbury
Steven Bousquet
stevenbousquet@yahoo.com

**DELAWARE**
Delaware Valley Finnish-Americans/2017
Newark
Roy Palo
palonpaa@aol.com
New Sweden Alliance/2017
Yorklyn
Affiliated Member
Sheila Romine
sromine@newswedenalliance.org

**DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA**
FF National Capital Chapter/1959
Carina Hreib
chreib@imf.org

**FLORIDA**
FF Florida Chapter/1954
Lantana
Kaarina Langeland
kaarinalangeland@comcast.net
FinnsConnect South Florida /2017
Miami-Dade-Broward Counties
Kati Makinen
finnsconnect@gmail.com

**GEORGIA**
Atlanta Finland Society, Inc. /1975
Tina Huoso Harmon
tinahuoso@yahoo.com

**HAWAII**
FF Hawaii/2014 Honolulu
Vihitori Virta
l.v.virta@gmail.com

**IDAHO**
FF Inland Northwest Chapter /1970
Don Heikila
idahofinn@hotmail.com

**ILLINOIS**
F-A Society of the Midwest /1997 Chicago area
Oscar Forsman
oforsman@yahoo.com

**MAINE**
F-A Heritage Society of Maine/2012 West Paris
Dale Pirainen
dwlpmp@meqalink.net

**MICHIGAN**
FF-Michigan/2012 Royal Oak
Frank Gottberg
franrkk@att.net
F-A Society of West Central Michigan/2007 Coopersville
Marie Godell Fowler
lydiamarie@earthlink.net
Financial Center Association /2004 Farmington Hills
Mia Lamminen
finnishcenter@gmail.com
Finnish Theme Committee of Hancock - FF Copper Country Chapter/2006
James Kurtti
jkurtti@chartermi.net
Upper Peninsula Chapter of the League of F-A Societies /2006 Marquette
Ron J. Hill
ronhill38@aol.com

**MINNESOTA**
Rodney Ikola
nikola@mchsi.com
FF Northland Chapter/2010 Duluth
Steve Leppala
leppala@cpinternet.net
FF Twin Cities Chapter/1993
Betsey Norgard
norgard@paulbunyan.net
Kaleva Building Corporation /2017 Virginia
Art Maki
makiart@uslink.net
Red River Finns/2011 Moorhead
Ellen Liddle
ellen.liddle@yahoo.com

**MONTANA**
FF Montana/2017 Missoula
Jenni Rohrbach
finlandiafoundationmontana@gmail.com
FinnsClub of Helena/2007
Marjone Peura Reilly
marjone@jeffb.net
Red Lodge Knights and Ladies of Kaleva/2011 Roberts
Claudia Morley
cmorleyluau94@gmail.com

**NEBRASKA**
FF Nebraska Chapter/1985
Brad Steen
bsteen@verizon.net

**NEW YORK**
Finger Lakes Finns/2006
Spencer
Olva Vesa
vesa@gmail.com
FF New York Metropolitan Chapter/1954
Eero Kilpi
kilpi@me.com

**OHIO**
F-A Heritage Society of Ashtabula County/2004
Elsa Shepard
ellishepard@yahoo.com
Finnish Heritage Museum/2015
Fairport Harbor
Lasse Hiltnen
lassehiltnen1@icloud.com

**OREGON**
FF Columbia-Pacific Chapter/2001 Portland
Greg Jacob
jacobgk@comcast.net

**PENNSYLVANIA**
FF Pittsburgh Chapter/1990
Seija Cohen
SeijaC@aol.com
F-A Society of the Delaware Valley/2006 Philadelphia
Marja Kaisla
mkaisla@yahoo.com

**SOUTH DAKOTA**
Frederick Forward - FF Dakota Chapter/2012
Heidi Marttila-Lasure
hmartti@yahoo.com
Sons and Daughters of Suomi/2015 Deadwood
Steven Mitchell
scmitchell557@gmail.com

**TENNESSEE**
F-A Society of Dallas/Fort Worth/1991
Jeremy Martin
president@texfinn.org

**UTAH**
FF Utah Chapter/2016
Provo
Tiina Watts
tiwatts@gmail.com

**VIRGINIA**
FF Tidewater Virginia
Chapter/1978
Riikka Mohorn
riikkamohorn@verizon.net

**WASHINGTON**
FF Seattle Chapter/1968
Mikko Männistö
mikkotom@hotmail.com
FF Suomi Chapter/2010
Bellingham
Brend Hunt-Holma
brendhi@yahoo.com
F-A Folk Festival/2011 Nassel
Mike Swanson
swanson@wwest.net

**WISCONSIN**
Finn Club of Milwaukee/2006
Jim Swanson
jas@compuserve.com
Red Lodge Knights and Ladies of Kaleva/2011 Roberts
Claudia Morley
cmorleyluau94@gmail.com

**WYOMING**
FF Wyoming Chapter/2010
Laramie
Don Heikkila
idahofinn@hotmail.com